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Evaluation of adsorption effects on measurements

of ammonia, acetic acid, and methanol

R. J. Yokelson,1 T. J. Christian,1 I. T. Bertschi,1,2 and W. M. Hao3

Received 28 February 2003; revised 20 June 2003; accepted 7 July 2003; published 29 October 2003.

[1] We examined how adsorption and desorption of gases from inlets and a cell could
affect the accuracy of closed-cell FTIR measurements of carbon dioxide (CO2), carbon
monoxide (CO), methane (CH4), nitric oxide (NO), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), methanol
(CH3OH), acetic acid (CH3COOH), and ammonia (NH3). When standards were delivered
to the cell through a stainless steel inlet, temporarily reduced transmission was observed
for CH3OH and NH3. However, a halocarbon wax coated inlet (normally used on the
system) had excellent transmission (comparable to room temperature Teflon) for both
CH3OH and NH3, even at temperatures as low as 5�C. Thus the wax is valuable for
coating sampling system components that cannot be fashioned from Teflon. The
instrument had a delayed response (�10–40 s) for NH3 only, which was attributed to
passivation of the Pyrex multipass cell. To determine sampling artifacts that could arise
from the complex sample matrix presented by smoke, the closed-cell FTIR system was
intercompared with an open-path FTIR system (which is immune to sampling artifacts)
in well-mixed smoke. A similar cell passivation delay for NH3 was the only artifact found in
this test. Overall, the results suggest that �10 s is sufficient to detect >80% of an NH3/CO
ratio sampled by our fast-flow, closed-cell system. Longer sampling times or consecutive
samples return better results. In field campaigns the closed-cell system sampling times were
normally 10 to >100 s so NH3 was probably underestimated by 5–15%. INDEX
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1. Introduction

[2] Understanding Earth’s atmospheric chemistry and cli-
mate requires widespread, accurate measurements of stable,
reactive, and ‘‘sticky’’ trace gases [Albritton et al., 1990;
Singh et al., 1995; Roscoe and Clemitshaw, 1997; Mason et
al., 2001]. Accuracy is compromised if trace gases react or
stick to surfaces in sample inlets, storage containers, or
instruments. Biomass burning is the second largest global
trace gas source and open-path Fourier transform infrared
(OP-FTIR) spectroscopy (immune to storage or surface-
related artifacts) has shown that �70–80% of the nonme-
thane organic compounds and many other species emitted by
fires are reactive or sticky [Crutzen and Andreae, 1990;
Griffith et al., 1991; Yokelson et al., 1996, 1997; Worden et

al., 1997; Goode et al., 1999; Bertschi et al., 2003a, 2003b;
Christian et al., 2003a, 2003b]. After the early OP-FTIR
work, Yokelson et al. [1999] developed a lightweight, air-
borne FTIR (AFTIR) system for in situ measurements of the
plumes from large fires, downwind chemistry, and other parts
of the atmosphere. For reasons they discussed in detail,
AFTIR measures the IR spectra of the contents of a gas cell
inside an aircraft. In this paper, the AFTIR system was tested
for sampling artifacts.
[3] The flow of air through AFTIR is driven by aircraft

ram pressure so that no pumps or flowmeters are required
and the associated weight, power, electronics, and mainte-
nance are eliminated. A pair of pneumatic valves on the inlet
and outlet of the cell allows continuous, real time measure-
ments (valves open), or capture of ‘‘grab’’ samples by
closing the valves and then scanning the sample repeatedly
to improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The continuous,
fast monitoring of the cell contents allows correction for any
changes during storage in the cell [Yokelson et al., 1999,
2003]. To minimize sampling losses, AFTIR employs fast
flow; halocarbon wax coating [Webster et al., 1994] on the
metal, external inlet and cell-inlet valve; a Teflon sample
line; and a Pyrex cell. However, potential losses during
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sample acquisition, on the inlet or due to cell passivation,
required characterization. Prior to this work, a halocarbon
wax coating was shown to have good passing efficiency for
HCl [Webster et al., 1994] and OH [Bertram et al., 2001] and
glass was known to be associated with passivation losses for
HNO3 and NH3 [van Hove et al., 1989; Schiff et al., 1990;
Neuman et al., 1999; Langmuir, 1918]. This work measured
the passing efficiency of our inlet coating and the passivation
of our Pyrex cell for ammonia, acetic acid, methanol, and
other compounds. The tests were run for sample matrices of
varying complexity and at both room and reduced temper-
ature (�5�C). Thus these results have general significance
for analytical chemists. Since AFTIR is easily adapted for
ground-based sampling by coupling a blower to the cell
outlet, the characteristics of a system designed to exchange
gases at ambient pressure rather than using pump/purge/fill
cycles is of general interest.

2. Experimental Details

2.1. Overview of the Design and Use of the
AFTIR System

[4] An overview of the design and in-flight use of the
AFTIR system provides a context for the tests described in
this paper. The AFTIR system obtains FTIR spectra of air
flowing through, or detained within, a multipass cell inside
an aircraft [Yokelson et al., 1999, 2003; Goode et al., 2000].
Outside air is forced by ram pressure into a 22 mm i.d.,
forward-facing inlet that is 32 cm long and opens 28 cm
from the outer skin of the aircraft cabin roof. The air (now
inside the cabin) then flows through 10 m of 25 mm i.d.
flexible, Teflon bellows; a 15 l Pyrex cell; and �5 m of
25 mm i.d. tubing to a rear-facing outlet. Fast-acting valves
(19 mm i.d.) on the inlet and outlet of the cell are used to
temporarily trap the cell contents for signal averaging at
desired times. The valves are built in-house and driven by a
small compressed air source. Each is composed of a coated
metal butterfly valve (Milwaukee Valve BB2-100), a pneu-
matic actuator (Bettis RPC-250), and a solenoid (Skinner
Valve type 73417) controlled by a custom circuit. In
airborne deployments the volume flow rate through the
system was �100–240 liters per minute (Lpm). The resi-
dence time in the exterior inlet is �30–70 ms. The
residence time in the part of the inlet inside the aircraft
(normally warmer than ambient air) is �1–2 s. Sample air
had reached cabin temperature (12–33�C) upon entering the
cell. These flows and residence times supersede those
reported by Yokelson et al. [2003] (see section 3.1).
[5] Infrared spectra of the cell contents are acquired every

0.83 s throughout most of each flight and the flow-control
valves are normally open, which flushes the cell with
ambient air. The object when sampling plumes is to accu-
rately measure the ratios between the excess amounts of the
gases in the plumes. To temporarily trap smoke plume
‘‘grab’’ samples we fly into a plume and then close the
valves 10 to >100 s later when the cell is well flushed with
smoke. The valves remain closed for 1–3 min while several
hundred spectra of the sample are acquired. The cell is
flushed for >2 min before background grab samples are
trapped at the same altitude just outside the plume (before or
after samples) and processed in the same way.

[6] The IR optical system used to quantify the cell
contents is described elsewhere [Yokelson et al., 1999].
Briefly, it features a 0.5 cm�1 resolution FTIR (MIDAC
model 2500) with the IR beam directed through tripled
White cell optics [White, 1942] enclosed in the Pyrex cell
and onto an LN2-cooled MCT (mercury-cadmium-telluride)
detector. Temperature and pressure are measured in the cell
and the mixing ratios for the trace gases are retrieved from
the IR spectra with custom software [Yokelson et al., 1996,
1997; Yokelson and Bertschi, 2002].

2.2. Overview of the Test Configurations

2.2.1. General Experimental Considerations
[7] In phase 1, AFTIR (coupled to various inlet materials)

measured standards mixed in a carrier gas flow at both room
and reduced temperature. In phase 2, a range of possible
effects due to the other components of smoke (water, par-
ticles, etc. . .) was investigated by codeploying AFTIR with
our open-path FTIR in well-mixed smoke. An important
experimental constraint is that passivation of surfaces is faster
at higher analyte concentrations [Neuman et al., 1999]. Our
tests were designed to determine if passivation of the inlet or
cell affects our results at the levels of trace gases we encounter
in the field in smoke plumes (20–500 ppb). Thus, rather than
run the tests at highmixing ratioswhere SNR is optimized, we
used levels <300 ppb where we obtained slower passivation,
bigger fractional losses (of a less abundant standard), and
more relevant results. The AFTIR detection limit for most
compounds is 5–20 ppb for �100 scans and �20–100 ppb
for single scans. Thus the uncertainty in much of the data is
�±10–30% (based on SNR).
2.2.2. Configuration of Tests With Standard Mixtures
[8] This phase of the testing followed the work of Neuman

et al. [1999] in which an HNO3 standard was delivered
through tubing made from a variety of materials used in
instrument construction to a fast HNO3 detector and delays
(or failure) in reaching the delivered concentration were
attributed to passivation losses on the test material. Neuman
et al. [1999] found that Teflon was the best material, but
HNO3 did stick to it reversibly below�10�C. Our procedure
was slightly different. Since the AFTIR cell may require
>30 s to completely exchange, we compared the temporal
profile for reaching a delivered amount of a test gas to the
temporal profile for reaching a delivered amount of a
simultaneously introduced ‘‘nonsticky’’ tracer (CO). We also
used faster flows to simulate our field sampling flow rates.
[9] Figure 1 is a simplified representation of the plumb-

ing for the phase 1 tests. The entire system for gas delivery
to AFTIR was assembled using Teflon tubing, valves, and
fittings, except for the flow controller, flowmeters, and
some needle valves, which had stainless steel, nickel, or
Viton1 parts. These devices were, however, only employed
upstream of the introduction of any problematic gases. The
primary carrier gas flow to AFTIR was controlled with a
100-sLpm (standard liter per minute) mass flow controller
(MKS 1500) accurate to ±1.0% of full scale. Carrier gas
(CG) flow for these experiments ranged from 25 to 100 sLpm.
Since cell temperature was 22–25�C (standard is 0�C) and
cell pressure was �0.9 atm, the range in volume flow rates
was�30–121 Lpm. The upper end of this range overlaps the
flow rates in airborne deployments of the AFTIR system. The
ultra high purity (UHP) nitrogen that we purchased for use as
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a CG contained 670 ppbv CO as determined by three
separate analyses using gas chromatography and FTIR.
The helium we obtained was essentially ‘‘CO-free.’’ Since
CO was used as a stable tracer in the experiments and
because of the spectral noise (at some frequencies) that
accompanies a fast flow of N2 through AFTIR, the majority
of tests were run using He CG to allow continuous
monitoring at all frequencies. Some stopped-flow experi-
ments or higher-noise runs with N2 CG were done to spot
check for effects of the CG.
[10] Flow from a 100 ppmv CO standard in N2 (EPA

protocol, ±1%) was routed through a 1.0 sLpm mass
flowmeter and a needle valve to a Teflon valve that allowed
introduction at desired times into the CG stream. The
mixing ratio of additional, ‘‘non-CG’’ CO delivered to
AFTIR (typically 200–500 ppbv) was simply: (CO-line
flow/total flow) * (mixing ratio of standard). CO2, CH4,
CH3OH, NO, and NO2 standards in cylinders (20,000, 9.65
(NIST), 106, 104, and 99 ppmv, all ± �2%) were also
routed through a flowmeter and needle valve and then
premixed with the CO standard before introduction to the
CG stream. Delivery mixing ratios (�100–300 ppbv) were
calculated using the method above. Permeation tubes (20 cm
length; VICI Metronics, Inc.) that emitted NH3 (7730 ± 2%
ng/min at 35�C) or CH3OH (22,560 ± 2% ng/min at 80�C)
were held at constant temperature in a calibrated oven
(Dynacalibrator model 190) and the output was entrained
into a small, measured flow of UHP N2. The oven output
was premixed with the CO standard before introduction to
the CG stream. The mixing ratios delivered to AFTIR (for
oven output) were calculated from the constant mass-loss
rate for the tube and the total flow. They ranged from 101–
202 ppbv for NH3 and 199–273 ppbv for CH3OH.

[11] A 90 cm section of the 2 m Teflon tubing connecting
the standards with AFTIR was removable, allowing tests of
two separate sections of 1.6 � 90 cm, 316 stainless steel
tubing. Both tubes were cleaned with mild laboratory soap
and then thoroughly rinsed and dried. One section was used
uncoated and the other was used after coating with the same
halocarbon wax (1500 Grade, Halocarbon Products Corp.,
RiverEdge,NJ) and application technique used inAFTIR.We
have applied halocarbon wax by melting it onto surfaces, but
caution must be taken not to exceed the liquid range and to
ensure a continuous coating. When the wax is dissolved in
methylene chloride, using a magnetic stirrer (faster than
ultrasound), it is easier to apply a continuous layer to the
inside of tubes. The methylene chloride is removed by drying
at 60–100�C for several days followed by mild vacuum.
Halocarbon (and paraffin) wax coatings were shown to be
smooth and nonporous by Bertram et al. [2001], and difficult
to wet [Benner et al., 1992; Bertram et al., 2001]. The metal
tubes were �3 times longer and 30% narrower than the
combination of the AFTIR external metal inlet and inlet
valve. Thus any problems observed with the coating would
reflect�3 times the exposure to a coated surface as occurs in
actual use of the AFTIR system (for a given flow rate). The
temperature of the stainless steel inlet sections was controlled
by winding themwith 0.635 cm o.d. copper tubing connected
to a refrigerated, recirculating bath (Forma Scientific model
2095) and then insulating the assembly with 1.27 cm-thick
foam.The inlet sectionswere tested at 4.8�C, 9�C, and at room
temperature (22–25�C). Gas exiting a cooled inlet returned to
room temperature before it entered the AFTIR cell.
[12] Reynolds number calculations indicate laminar flow

(Re < 2000) within the AFTIR cell for all flow rates and
carrier gases used. The nature of the flow within the inlet

Figure 1. A simplified schematic of the system built to deliver standards to AFTIR. CG, carrier gas;
FC, flow controller (mass flow range in standard liters per minute); CV, control valve; PV, pneumatic
valve (halocarbon-wax coated); TV, Teflon valve; FM, flowmeter; NV, needle valve; STD, standard. The
regulator and shutoff on each gas tank is not shown.
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depended on the CG. When He was the CG, Re never
exceeded 1800, indicating laminar flow. However, for N2,
Re exceeded 2800 in all cases.
2.2.3. Configuration for Codeployment of Open-Path
and Closed-Cell FTIR in Well-Mixed Smoke
[13] The above tests determine the effects of various

surfaces and temperatures on individual compounds in a
low-humidity carrier gas flow. Under field conditions,
artifacts could arise due to the presence of many other
components in the sample matrix. For instance, one can
speculate that the high levels of water and CO2 in combus-
tion emissions could lead to the formation of carbonic acid
on inlet/instrument surfaces and change their properties. To
individually investigate all the effects possible due to the
interactions between surfaces and all the components of
smoke is beyond the scope of any experiment. We adopted a
novel approach to check for AFTIR sampling artifacts in
‘‘real’’ smoke that entailed comparing AFTIR to our open-
path FTIR in well-mixed smoke. The OP-FTIR system was
deployed so that it’s 1.6 m basepath, open White cell
spanned the smoke plume rising through a stack above a
gently smoldering fire in the USDA Forest Service, Fire
Sciences Laboratory combustion facility [Yokelson et al.,
1997; Christian et al., 2003a, 2003b]. The OP-FTIR con-
tinuously quantified the slowly changing trace gases. The
OP-FTIR has an identical spectrometer, but no inlet or
enclosed sample cell so it is not subject to sampling- or
storage-related artifacts [Yokelson et al., 1997; Goode et al.,
1999; Bertschi et al., 2003a, 2003b; Christian et al., 2003a,
2003b]. This provides a benchmark against which any
sampling artifacts in AFTIR can be quantified. An inexpen-
sive, oil-free blower on the outlet of the AFTIR generated a
flow of 206–265 Lpm (overlapping the high end of our
airborne flow rates). For this test, we used the AFTIR Teflon
sample line as an inlet, which was periodically inserted just
above the center of the OP-FTIR path. Using the AFTIR
cell inlet/outlet valves we sampled the emissions at 17
known times with respect to the OP-FTIR data using
different ‘‘cell exchange’’ or ‘‘sample-acquisition times’’

ranging from 4.1 to 64.2 s. AFTIR was flushed with clean
air between smoke samples.
[14] The requirement that the smoke sampled by the

open-path and point-sampling techniques is well mixed is
critical to the interpretation of these results. Three separate
tests confirmed this for the smoke at the sampling platform
of the combustion facility. (1) The temperature profile
across the stack is ‘‘flat’’ even as the temperature changes
during a burn. (2) The agreement between OP-FTIR and
point-sampling into canisters for 6 gases was within 1s for
8 of 10 comparisons and within 2s for the remaining two
[Goode et al., 1999]. (3) The ratio between the OP-FTIR
and a point sampling PTR-MS was independent of the
distance of the point-sampling location from the stack wall:
even for sticky compounds such as acetic acid [Christian et
al., 2003a].

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Results of the Tests in Standard Mixtures

[15] First, we reexamined the flow rate through AFTIR
obtained during flight. We had previously estimated this
using the approximate 1/e exchange time (t1/e) for CO when
the smoke-filled cell was opened instantaneously and
flushed with clean air, assuming plug flow in the cell. With
the apparatus shown in Figure 1, we measured t1/e and t95
for CO versus measured flow rates. At higher flows the
exchange was approximately exponential in that t95 was
�3 times t1/e, but at lower flows the exchange was more
sigmoidal. A logistic curve was used to fit all exchanges and
solved for t1/e and t95. In Figure 2, the reciprocal of volume
flow rates from 31 to 124 Lpm (25 to 101 sLpm) is plotted
linearly against t1/e (which was independent of CG). In
AFTIR deployments on a King Air B-90 [Yokelson et al.,
1999; Goode et al., 2000], with a 19 mm i.d. inlet, t1/e for
CO was �4–5 s indicating flows of 117–146 Lpm (95–
119 sLpm). On the University of Washington Convair 580
[Yokelson et al., 2003], with the inlet described in section
2.1, t1/e was �2.39–3.34 s (at airspeeds from 80–110 m/s)

Figure 2. The reciprocal of the volume flow rate versus the CO 1/e exchange time, t1/e, for the AFTIR
cell.
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indicating flows of 175–244 Lpm (130–150 sLpm). The
results verify that our tests were conducted at relevant flow
rates.
3.1.1. Results With Teflon Inlet
[16] Tests were conducted with all-Teflon plumbing so

that the effects of uncoated/coated steel as an inlet could be
isolated by comparison. In these tests, a stable, controlled
flow of carrier gas was established through the cell while
a mixture of the CO-standard tracer and the test gas flowed
stably to a dump. At a selected time, valves were switched
so that the premixed flow of CO and test gas instantaneously
joined the CG flow into the cell. Any lag in the test gas rise in
the cell in comparison to the rise of COwas taken as evidence
of passivation losses.
[17] The rise profiles for CO2, CH4, NO, NO2, CH3OH

(cylinder or oven), and NH3 standards were compared (in
turn) to that of the premixed, codelivered CO standard with a
variety of CGs and flow rates. For all the test gases except
NH3, the rise profiles were not significantly different from
that of CO (and independent of CG) indicating that no
passivation losses were occurring in the system for CO2,
CH4, NO, NO2, and CH3OH (Figures 3a and 3b). In contrast,
at the same flow shown in Figures 3a–3b (58 sLpm), t1/e
and t95 for NH3 were 11.45 and 39.1 s compared to t1/e and
t95 for CO of 7.12 and 21.8 s. Since t1/e is measured more
accurately than t95, we define t1/e(NH3) � t1/e(CO) as the
NH3 passivation lag time (or ‘‘lag time’’) as one measure of
adsorption effects. The NH3 lag time in Figure 3c is 4.33 s.
In addition, there was a ‘‘symmetrical delay’’ in the decay of
NH3 once the standard mixture was shut off (t1/e = 11.9 s,
Figure 3d). Figure 3d suggests that if consecutive samples
are obtained within �100 s, the passivation lag is noticeably
smaller for the second sample, but also that the cell should be
flushed for 2–3 min before acquiring a background sample.
When the Teflon inlet was shortened from 200 to <30 cm,
the NH3 lag time did not change (4.58 s), suggesting that the
passivation losses occur mainly on the AFTIR Pyrex cell.
These effects were reproducible: even for runs that were
done before and after cleaning the cell on a field campaign in
Africa. The effects are also consistent with the fact that NH3

was the only compound found to exhibit fast losses when
detained in the Pyrex cell [Yokelson et al., 1999, 2003]. For
example, in a separate experiment, the NH3 mixing ratio was
brought to �100 ppbv and the cell inlet and outlet valves
were closed: subsequently the mixing ratio dropped by 10%
in 40 s. These storage losses are already routinely corrected.
[18] Fast system flow rates have the advantage of

reducing the percentage of analyte (including those not
tested here) that contacts the system walls. In addition, for
a given mixing ratio, system passivation could be faster at
high flow since the cell-exchange time is reduced and the
mass flow rate is increased. We did not directly test this
hypothesis in this work because our gas system delivered
a single, constant NH3 mass-flow rate. Thus increasing
the flow simultaneously reduced the delivered mixing
ratio (which would tend to slow passivation). However,
indirect evidence suggests that faster flow would speed
passivation at a fixed mixing ratio. For instance, in back-
to-back runs at 58 and 101 sLpm the measured/actual
NH3/CO ratio reaches unity faster at the higher flow rate
despite the lower concentration, but the data are noisy. A
more detailed analysis that incorporates 3 runs at 58 sLpm,

1 run at 79.5 sLpm, and 2 runs at 101 sLpm suggests that
all the passivation rates are statistically similar despite the
fact that high flow was associated with reduced concen-
trations, which would have tended to slow passivation
(Figure 4). The indirect implication is that the slowing
effects of reduced concentration were compensated by a
tendency for faster flow to hasten passivation. We con-
clude that, for a fixed concentration, higher flow would
speed passivation.
[19] Despite the passivation losses, the NH3 rise time

was not measurably dependent on CG, which would affect
diffusion rates. Because of the higher noise with flowing
N2 CG, we performed four ‘‘stopped flow’’ experiments in
N2 to verify the lag time independence of CG for NH3

(Figure 5). With a CG flow of 50 sLpm N2, we waited
2 min once and 10 s 3 times before closing the AFTIR
valves to enable a high SNR NH3 analysis in N2. When
waiting 2 min to close the valves the measured NH3/CO
was the delivered ratio. When waiting 10 s, the measured
NH3/CO was 75.7 ± 2.1% of the delivered NH3/CO, which
is not significantly different from the ratio measured at
10 ± 3 s in He at 58 sLpm (Figure 4). We note that these
NH3 passivation losses are at flow rates below our field
flow rates of >100 sLpm so the losses should be smaller in
the field, since passivation is evidently faster at increased
flow. In summary, these tests show that: (1) AFTIR

Figure 3. NH3 compared to gases that track CO at 58 sLpm
total flow (see text).
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performed well for many compounds. (2) Even with no
significant inlet losses, the Pyrex cell leads to small,
temporary passivation losses for NH3. (3) Longer sample
acquisition times or consecutive samples (as long as the
interval between samples is sufficient to avoid cross-
contamination) return more quantitative results. (4) Teflon
coating the Pyrex cell may decrease the cell passivation
time.
3.1.2. Results With Coated or Uncoated Stainless
Steel Inlets
[20] When 90 cm of the Teflon inlet was replaced by room

temperature stainless steel, the NH3 lag time (at 58 sLpm)
increased from 4.33 to 6.95 s (Figures 3c and 6a). However,
when the stainless steel inlet section was coated with halo-
carbonwax, theNH3 lag timewas the same (3.85 s) aswith the
Teflon inlet (Figure 6b), even at �5�C where the lag on
uncoated steelwas larger than at room temperature. Therewas
also a significant passivation lag time for methanol on cold

uncoated steel (2.43 s), but this lag was very small on cold,
coated steel. Our methanol results are analogous to formal-
dehyde (HCHO) results reported byWert et al. [2002]. They
observed HCHO passivation delays (at 1 sLpm) on uncoated
steel inlets that were longer at low temperature, but good
performance on silica-coated steel inlets even at low temper-
ature. In summary, (1) even with an uncoated steel inlet
AFTIRworked well for many compounds. (2) Uncoated steel
always caused additional losses for NH3 and cold, uncoated
steel caused losses for CH3OH. (3) Using the halocarbon wax
to coat the steel gave it performance similar to Teflon down to
5�C: thus, the coating is recommended for sampling these
compounds.

3.2. Results of Codeploying Open-Path and
Closed-Cell FTIR in Well-Mixed Smoke

[21] For this test, the AFTIR and OP-FTIR system were
codeployed in slowly changing, well-mixed smoke in the

Figure 4. Cell passivation rates for NH3 at different total flow rates (see text).

Figure 5. The NH3 passivation rate for the AFTIR cell is similar in N2 and He (Figure 4, see text).
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combustion facility stack as described earlier. Because the
background levels of CO, CO2, and CH4 were substantial
and somewhat variable, we used another major smoke
component, ethene (C2H4), as the nonsticky tracer in these
tests [Goode et al., 1999]. For each AFTIR sample, the ratio
of NH3, CH3COOH, and CH3OH to C2H4 was determined
from the AFTIR spectrum and compared to the analogous
ratio measured independently at the sampling time by OP-
FTIR. An AFTIR ratio substantially below that of OP-FTIR
indicates sample losses associated with the AFTIR cell. The
results of this test are shown in Figure 7a. As expected,
when using very short sample acquisition times, AFTIR
underestimated the NH3/C2H4 ratio. However, even at the
shortest sample acquisition time, the AFTIR ratios for
CH3OH/C2H4 and CH3COOH/C2H4 were not significantly
lower than the OP-FTIR ratios. At sample acquisition times
of 10 ± 2 s the AFTIR NH3/C2H4 ratios range from 77–
97% of the ‘‘delivered value;’’ slightly above the 10 s
average in the simple mixture tests (Figures 4 and 5), but
the difference is not statistically significant.
[22] Since the passivation rate should depend on the

mixing ratio, we also plot the AFTIR/OP-FTIR ratios as a
function of the product of sample acquisition time and
‘‘actual’’ ppm NH3 (SAT * NH3) in Figure 7b. (The
representation of these results in Figure 7b may have some
application to sampling NH3 at lower levels.) Again, the
agreement with the simple mixture tests is good. For the
data in Figure 5, the product SAT * NH3 was 2.0 s ppmv
and the average ratio of measured to delivered NH3/CO was
75.7 ± 2%. In Figure 7b, the five runs with an SAT * NH3 of
2 ± 1 s ppmv have a similar average value of 76.8 ± 6%.
This result (although from two different flow rates) indi-
cates that shortfalls in real smoke, which were detected only
for NH3, are mainly due to the interaction between Pyrex

and NH3. No new sampling artifacts could be assigned to
the more complex sample matrix.

3.3. Implications of the AFTIR Test Results

[23] The only sampling artifact affecting the AFTIR
system, as normally used with a halocarbon wax-coated
inlet, was a brief (10–40 s) passivation delay for NH3,
which was attributed to the Pyrex cell. Cell passivation rates
were independent of carrier gas, but should be hastened by
higher concentrations or flow rates. Teflon-coating the
Pyrex cell may reduce or eliminate passivation lags. How-
ever, the good performance of Teflon (or coated steel) for
NH3 may be specifically for fresh surfaces since Lee et al.
[1991] detected H2O2 losses on degraded Teflon. It is worth
noting that an all-Pyrex sampling/storage system is used in a
new NH3 instrument [Owens et al., 1999] and that the EPA
requires the use of glass for sampling NH3 [Environmental

Figure 6. The passivation lag for NH3 is longer with (a)
an uncoated steel inlet than with a Teflon inlet (Figure 3c).
However, the passivation lag for NH3 with (b) a halocarbon-
wax, coated steel inlet is the same as with a Teflon inlet
even at low temperature.

Figure 7. The ratio of three different trace gases to C2H4

(as measured by AFTIR) compared to the ratio determined
by OP-FTIR (which is immune to sampling artifacts) in
well-mixed smoke. (a) The independent axis is the length of
time that each smoke sample was drawn into the AFTIR
Pyrex cell. Four samples at longer sample acquisition times
are not shown to highlight details at the shorter times. (b)
The independent axis is the sample acquisition time
multiplied by the sample-specific, absolute NH3 mixing
ratio measured by OP-FTIR. These values ranged from 148
to 802 ppb.
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Protection Agency, 1982]. Our results indicate that sampling
NH3 with glass requires great caution.
[24] Since, depending on flow rate, AFTIR required

�40–60 s for complete exchange of nonsticky gases and
up to 2 min to complete adsorption or desorption of NH3,
one could measure absolute mixing ratios (at the levels
tested) with a similar closed cell system if sample concen-
trations change slowly (i.e., a few percent per minute). In
quickly changing air, or when sampling plumes of limited
extent from a rapidly moving platform, there are additional
considerations. In these cases, the cell mixing ratios may
not be identical to the rapidly changing absolute ambient
values. However, in plume sampling, the absolute levels
strongly reflect the instantaneous amount of plume dilution
and the more important measurement is usually the ratio
between compounds as explained by Yokelson et al.
[1999]. With plume sample acquisition times of �10 s
the proper ratios between compounds should be returned
for most compounds and the error for NH3 was �15%
(Figure 7a). Longer sample times or sufficiently spaced,
consecutive samples are better. We randomly selected 7
smoke samples from our recent airborne campaign in
Africa and measured the sample acquisition times. They
ranged from 16 to >100 s. We also frequently obtained
consecutive samples. Thus the error in the NH3 mixing
ratios in previous studies was probably 5–15%, but
difficult to quantify; especially since instrument perfor-
mance could change over the years [Yokelson et al., 1999,
2003; Goode et al., 2000].
[25] We did not conduct any tests at relative humidities

(RH) >50%. However, at longer residence times (>30 s),
losses of NH3 have been observed in water films that formed
on the surfaces of leaves or glass at RH � 60% [van Hove et
al., 1989]. All our field measurements of fires were at RH <
50%except inMozambique (RH55–60%) and smoky clouds
(RH 100%). Relevant to the influence of RH on inlet and cell
performance we note: (1) The compression/heating of the air
ahead of the forward-facing AFTIR inlet has the net effect of
reducing the RH of air entering the inlet by�40% [Webster et
al., 1994]. Thus cloud samples have RH of �60% in the
‘‘exterior’’ inlet. TheRH in the rest of the inlet and cell system
is lower. (2) The RH required to form significant water films
depends on the surface. At 68% RH, water films that caused
loss of SO2 formed on glass, but not on wax, even after 12
hours. At 90%RH,water films caused losses on both surfaces
[Benner et al., 1992]. Adsorption of HNO3 on an unheated
Teflon inlet dropped below 10%within a few seconds at RH<
60%, but the same reduction in adsorption required several
minutes at RH near 100% [Neuman et al., 1999]. (3) Signif-
icant losses in water films require sufficient interaction. The
NH3 losses on water-coated glass and leaves were not
detected above flow rates of 5–6 sLpm (residence time of
30 s) [Sauren et al., 1989]. Wert et al. [2002] detected no
losses for an uncoated, unheated, steel inlet at 12 sLpm and
RHof 85% forHCHO. (BothHCHOandHNO3 have a higher
solubility than NH3.) In summary, AFTIR features RH
reduction ahead of the inlet, fast flow, and a hydrophobic
halocarbon wax coating on the inlet. Therefore AFTIR is
probably affected minimally by high RH. However, for
instruments with longer residence times in unheated plumb-
ing, a halocarbonwax coating (or Teflon) would probably not
prevent sampling artifacts at high RH.

[26] Finally, the intercomparison between OP-FTIR and
AFTIR in well-mixed smoke is a generally useful approach
for testing many point-sampling instruments. We recently
intercompared our OP-FTIR with a proton transfer mass
spectrometer [Holzinger et al., 1999] and stainless steel
canisters [Christian et al., 2003a].

4. Conclusions

[27] NH3 and CH3OH were temporarily adsorbed on
stainless steel inlets, but halocarbon wax coated steel had
passing efficiency similar to room temperature Teflon for
both compounds despite temperatures as low as 5�C or
complex sample matrices. Thus the wax has been used to
impart excellent passing efficiency to steel for both basic
(NH3, this work) and acidic (HCl [Webster et al., 1994])
compounds. All detected effects in these tests were due to
interactions between NH3 and Pyrex or uncoated steel; or
interaction between CH3OH and cold, uncoated steel. No
additional effects due to the many other components of
smoke were observed. For normal use of the airborne
FTIR (AFTIR) system tested, the only sampling artifact
was a 10–40 s delayed response for NH3, which was
attributed to passivation of the Pyrex cell. Mostly due to
the limited width of some of the plumes sampled,
previous NH3 measurements by AFTIR were probably
5–15% too low.
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